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Abstract

The main idea of this paper is to take pro	t
of the available knowledge on the dynamics of
a system to improve the quality of a sequence
of observations issued by an image classi	er�
It has been applied to re	ne the landcover
classi	cation of an image sequence� The agri�
cultural system is modeled by a probabilistic
timed automaton� One of the original points
is the use of both predicted and postdicted
expectations which are combined to observa�
tions in a bayesian way�

� Introduction

Remote sensing when used on an image sequence is
very useful for analyzing environmental changes� The
	rst step of remote sensing analysis is the classi	cation
step which provides a thematic map� where each item
is assigned to a label corresponding to a class� In this
paper� the application of interest focuses on the land�
cover classi	cation of images� taken at di
erent time�
and describing an agricultural area� The result� a se�
quence of thematic maps� constitutes the basis knowl�
edge for monitoring the water quality of a watershed�
The aim of this paper is to propose a new approach
for re	ning the classi	cation of a sequence of images�
The plots of land are considered as dynamic systems
and their evolution �knowledge about crop and rota�
tions� is described in a model� This model is used to
get the expected landcovers at the image date� Com�
bining the expectations and the observations extracted
from the images results in improving the classi	cation
of images�
After having situated our approach with respect to
theories as Kalman 	ltering and belief change� the clas�
si	cation re	nement problem is de	ned in section ��
Section � focuses on the modeling of the dynamics of
the plots and presents probabilistic timed automata�
Section � explains how the expected states and their
respective probabilities are computed� The combina�
tion rule of expected states and observations is then
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de	ned� Section � introduces the decision rules we are
using� Experimental results carried out on a sequence
of 	ve images are analyzed in section � Finally� con�
clusions and perspectives are given in section ��

� A classi�cation re�nement problem

The basic idea underlying our work is to make use of
an explicit model of the dynamics of the system to
improve the observations issued by an image classi�
	er� It is then strongly connected with research work
dealing with matching expectations and observations
as the theory of belief change and as Kalman 	ltering
in the control theory domain� Our intention is not to
go into details on any of these two domains � but only
to sketch these two processes in order to situate our
own work by highlighting the similarities but also the
speci	cities we have to deal with�� In this section� we
de	ne the classi	cation re	nement problem we are fac�
ing� situate it with respect to these related approaches
and sketch the algorithm we propose to solve it�

��� Kalman �ltering

Kalman 	ltering is a technique which is widely used
in the control theory 	eld for monitoring a physical
system� The aim is to track� i�e� to estimate� the cur�
rent state of the system� It makes use of a numerical
state evolution model and of possibly erroneous and
noisy observations issued from sensors� The two�step
process �see Figure �� consists 	rst in predicting the
state of the system at time t� Et��

t � � from the state
estimate at time t� �� Et��

t�� � and then to match Et��
t

with the observations�� Ot� in order to get the current
state estimate at time t� Et

t �

�The reader is referred to �GA	�
 for more details on
the Kalman �ltering and to �FH		
 on belief change�

�For a discussion on the links existing between Kalman
�ltering and belief change� the reader is referred to �CT		
�

�
E

k
�

k denotes the state estimate at time k when taking
into account observations at time k

��
�To simplify� we do not make explicit the observation

model which allows to extract the expected observation
from the expected state� In our case� as will be seen later�
the state is directly� even if imperfectly� observable and
then no observation model is needed�
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Figure �� Iterated process based on prediction

Let us point out some characteristics� The Kalman 	l�
tering relies on a numerical evolution model� generally
given as a set of di
erential equations� The observa�
tions are dated and the prediction step takes this date
into account� The observations and the expectations
are given symmetrical roles� both being subject to un�
certainty and imprecision� It is implicitly supposed
that the merge of these two uncertain information will
lead to a better �more realistic� estimate than what
can be obtained by taking one of them separately� The
model is used in a predictive way to infer expectations
at time t� from a state at time t with t� � t� That is
justi	ed by the fact that Kalman 	ltering is used in an
on�line control context� Lastly� the Kalman 	ltering is
clearly an iterative process�

��� Belief change

Belief change theory has received a lot of attention in
the AI community and classically distinguishes belief
revision from belief update� Being interested in the
following in tracking an evolving world� we will focus
on update� Update can be de	ned as follows� hav�
ing a set of beliefs on the state of the world at time
t� � and getting an observation at time t� the update
operation computes a new set of beliefs which is sup�
posed to be better �more realistic� than the previous
one� This new set of beliefs corresponds informally to
the most plausible evolution of the world from time
t� � to time t satisfying the observation� As proposed
by �CL��� Bou���� the update operation can be con�
sidered as a two�step process� The 	rst one relies on
an evolution model of the world� It can be an explic�
it model �the transition model in �CS��� � the event
model in �Bou���� or an implicit model as an inertia
model� This model allows to compute the expected
state of the world at time t� Et

t��� from the belief sta�

te at time t � �� Et��
t�� � The second step consists in

matching the observation� Ot� with these expectations
in order to get the belief state at time t� Et

t � This
second step is close to a revision operation where pref�
erences take into account the respective plausibility of
the expectations� It can be illustrated as one of the
basic step in Figure � where the prediction step makes
use of an explicit model and where the combination
corresponds to revision�

Let us point out some characteristics� The update op�
eration relies� explicitly or implicitly �� on a qualitative

�The implicit inertia model is generally encoded directly
in the update operator� as preferences for instance�

transition model expressing the way the world evol�
ves from one instant to a posterior one� The model
does not take into account any quantitative tempo�
ral information and the observations are not dated�
According to the classical Katsuno�Mendelzon postu�
lates� an absolute priority of the observations on the
expectations �success postulate� is generally assumed�
even if �Bou��� generalizes the classical framework and
considers noisy observations� The model is used in a
predictive way even if it is argued by �Bou��� that ob�
servation can question previous beliefs� It is related
to the fact that belief change does not aim to produce
the �best� sequence of belief states but focus on pro�
ducing the �best� current belief state� It is also related
to the lack of emphasis put by belief change theory on
iterated revision�update�

��� Classi�cation re�nement problem

Let us now describe more precisely our landcover clas�
si	cation problem and situate it w�r�t these two related
theories�

A sequence of images� I�� � � � � In taken at time
t�� � � � � tn� acquired by di
erent sensors �SPOT�
LANDSAT� aerial� represent the same set of landscape
plots� Let C be the set of landcover classes� For a giv�
en plot� let Oti be the probability distribution over the
landcover classes resulting from a preliminary per�plot
classi	cation of the image Ii�

The problem we are faced with is to improve the re�
sults of the classi	cation on the n images sequence�
Considering each plot independently along time� we
get the following general algorithm�

Preclassi�cation�
for each image Ii

for each plot P
classi	cation �� Oti �

Classi�cation re�nement�
for each plot P

Plot re�nement task

�A� �Ot� � � � � � Otn �� �� �Et�
t�
� � � � � Etn

tn
�

Decision task

�Et�
t�
� � � � � Etn

tn
� �� �Pt� � � � � � Ptn �

The plot re�nement task takes as input the pair
�A� �Ot� � � � � � Otn �� where A is the plot evolution model
and provides� for each plot� a sequence �Et�

t�
� � � � � Etn

tn
�

where Et�
t�
� � � � � Etn

tn
are probability distributions over

the classes of C� The idea is to combine the two sources
of information� the observation sequence and the mo�
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Figure �� Iterated process based on postdiction

del� in order to get a �better� �more realistic� result
than the observation sequence alone�
The decision task is in charge of selecting one �Pti� of
the remaining possible landcovers for a plot �Eti

ti
� and

is commented in section ��

The plot re	nement task can then be viewed as illus�
trated in Figure �� The evolution model is used to
predict the state �the landcover� of the plot� Et��

t � at
the date t from the state of the plot at the date t� ��
The observation at the date t� Ot� is combined with
the predictions to get the resulting state at the date t�
Another� less expected� way is illustrated in Figure ��
The evolution model is there used to postdict the state
of the plot� Et

t��� at the date t � � from the state of
the plot at the date t� The observation at the date
t�� is then combined with the postdictions to get the
resulting state at the date t� ��

Let us then point out some characteristics of our re�
	nement problem and compare it with the Kalman
	ltering and the belief update� First� the observations
are dated which leads us� in order to take a real pro	t
of the expectations� to rely on a quantitative model
of the agricultural plots� As seen below� the evolution
model includes quantitative temporal constraints� Ob�
servations and expectations are considered in a sym�
metrical way as both are imperfect� the observations
are imperfect due to the intrinsic quality of the image
and to the performance of the classi	er� the expec�
tations are imperfect due to the uncertainty and im�
precision of the model� Contrary to the two previous
cases� prediction and postdiction are both worth con�
sidering� The main reason is that it is an o
�line pro�
cess� The whole sequence of observations being known
from the beginning� each observation can be chosen as
the initial state of the simulation which can be either
forward �in a predictive way� or backward �in a post�
diction way�� The problem is clearly iterative as we
are interested in the sequence of resulting states and
the quality of the result has to be estimated globally�
All these points make our re	nement problem as an
original one� even if some strong links exist with these
related domains� In the following� we explain the main
choices we made� i� the way the prediction and post�
diction tasks are interleaved is explained in ���� ii� the
evolution model is described by a probabilistic timed
automata as explained in section �� iii� the uncertain�
ty on observations and expectations is expressed in a
probabilistic framework which explains the choice of a
bayesian combination operator �see section ���
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Figure �� Prediction and postdiction on � dates

��� Plot re�nement task

As said before� the plot re	nement task interleaves a
prediction step and a postdiction step in order to im�
prove the initial classi	cation as much as possible� The
algorithm we implemented starts from the 	rst image
I� and executes the prediction step until the last image
In� the postdiction step then begins from the last im�
age until the 	rst one� The plot re	nement algorithm
is then as follows�

Plot re�nement task�
�A� �Ot� � � � � � Otn �� �� �Et�

t�
� � � � � Etn

tn
�

�� Prediction
Initialization� Et�

t�
�� Ot�

For i from � to n

Prediction� E
ti��
ti

�� prediction � A� E
ti��
ti��

� ti �

Combination� Eti
ti

�� Oti �E
ti��
ti

�� Postdiction
For i from n� � to �

Postdiction� E
ti��
ti

�� postdiction � A� E
ti��
ti��

� ti �

Combination� Eti
ti

�� Eti
ti
�E

ti��
ti

Figure � shows the re	nement of a classi	cation on a
sequence of � images�

After explaining how we model the dynamics of the
system� we present in section � the way the expected
states are computed and combined to observations�

� Modeling the dynamics of the plot

The choice of timed automata for our application is
motivated by the fact that it enables us to represent a



nondeterministic process� to deal with uncertainty on
the temporal transitions and to represent cycles thanks
to the clock reset operation� It is then quite adapted
to model the dynamics of the agricultural plots we
are considering ��LC����� We propose to extend timed
automata to probabilistic timed automata� Contrary
to �KNSS���� our motivation is not to extend model�
checking methods to a probabilistic formalism but only
to be able to get the probability of a state proposed
by a reachability analysis� this later being performed
using a traditional model�checking method�

��� Probabilistic timed automata

Timed Automata �AD��� is a formalism used to model
and analyze real�time systems� A timed automaton is
a 	nite state machine extended with a set of clocks
that allow to express timing constraints� Probabilistic
timed automata are classical timed automata in which
the locations and the transitions are associated to dis�
crete probability distributions�

As in timed automata� timing constraints are associa�
ted to locations �vertices of the graph� and to transi�
tions� They are expressed with one or several synchro�
nized clocks� Transitions are instantaneous and allow
clocks to be reset whereas time passes in the locations�
Timing constraints associated to a transition and to a
location are resp� called a guard and an invariant�

Def� � 	Timing constraint
 Let X � be the set of
clock variables� and ��X � the set of timing constraints
� de	ned by the following grammar�

� ��� x � c j c � x j x � c j c � x j � � �

where x � X and c is a constant in Q� A clock va�
luation is a function that assigns a non�negative real
number to every clock x � X �

The next�location probability distribution� derived
from probabilistic systems� is de	ned as follows�

Def� � 	Next�location probability distribution

If S is the location space of the system� the
next location probability distribution is a function
p � S � S � ��X � � �	� ��� We denote p�s� s�� �� the
probability that the system moves from the location s
to the location s� at a time t with t satisfying the tim�
ing constraint �� We require that

P
s��S p�s� s

�� �� � ��

Def� � 	Probabilistic Timed Automata 	PTA


A probabilistic timed automaton A is a tuple
� S�X �L� E � I�P � where�

� S is a 	nite set of locations and so � S is the
initial location�

� X is a 	nite set of clocks�

� L is a 	nite set of labels�

� E is a 	nite set of edges� each edge e is a tu�
ple �s� l� �� �� s�� such that e connects the location
s � S to the location s� � S on symbol l � L� The
enabling condition is captured in � and � 	 X
gives the set of clocks to be reset when the edge
is triggered�

� I � S � ��X � maps each location s with a timing
constraint called an invariant�

� P � S � ��s� associates to each s � S a set of
next�location probability distributions from s�

At the initial location so� all the clocks are initial�
ized with �� At any point of time� when the system
is in a current location s� it can remain in this loca�
tion� with a timed transition� or move to a location s�

through a discrete transition� The probability assigned
to a timed transition is p�s� s� �� with � satisfying I�s�
and the probability assigned to a discrete transition is
p�s� s�� �� with � satisfying ��

��� Plot evolution model

We now make the PTA framework more concrete in
modeling the plot evolution� The sets of locations of
the automaton is S � C 
 finitg
 fendg where finitg
and fendg are respectively referred to initial and 	nal
locations of the crops� Dates of crop calendar are ex�
pressed in a number of days between � and �� and
September � is the origin of the crop cycle� Two clocks
are de	ned� x referring to the days and y referring to
the years� Clocks x and y are initialized at September
� of the 	rst cycle of study� Since at the beginning of
each cycle the clock x is reset� the value of the clock
x represents the value of the clock y modulo ��� The
timing constraints used in the next�location probabi�
lity distributions correspond to time intervals and are
inferred from the automaton invariants and guards�
A next�location probability having as a timing cons�
traint true is independent of time� The data set used
to build the automaton was acquired from interviews
with agronomists of the area of the study� The PTA
we have used for our experiments contains �� location�
s� � transitions and ��� next�location probabilities�

� Combining expected states and
observations

This section explains how expected states and their
respective probabilities are computed by making use
of reachability analysis on a timed automaton� Lastly�
we present the rule used to combine expected states
and observations�

��� Computing expected states

Reachability analysis is one of the symbolic veri	ca�
tion methods usually dedicated to the validation of
timed systems �HNSY���� It is de	ned as follows�
given two locations of a timed automaton� the prob�
lem consists in verifying if there is a path leading
from one location to the other location� It is then
quite adequate to implement the prediction and pos�
diction mechanisms� Reachability analysis delivers
all the sequences of transitions �e�� e�� � � � � en� leading
from a location s at time t to a location s� at time t���

�For sake of simplicity� we consider here that time t and
t
� capture the value in days and years�



They are denoted K�s�t�s��t�� and referred as scenarios
in the following� The computation of scenarios is im�
plemented with the tool Kronos �Yov��� where reacha�
bility properties are expressed in the TCTL temporal
logic �AD���� It is detailled in �LC����

��� Probabilities of expected states

The objective of this step is to de	ne the probabilis�
tic distribution Et

t� of the expected classes� given the
model and the set of possible scenarios�
The probability of a scenario K�s�t�s��t�� occurring from
a location s at time t and leading to a location s� at

time t� such that� s
e�
� s�

e�� � � �
en��
� sn

en� s�� is
de	ned recursively as follows�

p�K�s�t�s��t��� � p�s�� s�� ���
Y

p�si� si��� �
��

with t� satisfying �� and i � ��� n��
The probability to reach the location s� at time t� from
the location s at time t is the sum of the probabilities
of the v scenarios leading from the location s at time
t to the location s� at time t��

p�s�� t�js� t� �
X

Kj

p�K�s�t�s��t��� j � ��� v�

A landcover type C is represented by several locations
of the automata denoted Loc�C� 	 S� The probability
for the plot to belong to the class C � at time t� given
the fact that it is in the class C at time t is denoted by
p�C �� t�jC� t�� It is the sum of the probabilities of all
possible successions between locations of Loc�C� and
locations of Loc�C ��� each of which being weighted by
the a priori probability of the locations of Loc�C��

p�C �� t�jC� t� �
X

s��Loc	C�
�s�Loc	C


p�s�� t�js� t��p�s� t�

This probability is normalized taking into account all
the possible successions between landcover types of Et

t

and those of Et
t� � The probability that the plot belongs

to the class Ci at time t� is then�

ptt��Ci� �

X

Cj�E
t
t

p�Ci� t
�jCj � t�

X

Ck�E
t

t�

X

Cj�E
t
t

p�Ck � t
�jCj � t�

��� Combination rule

The method we used to combine the observations
and the expectations is the Bayes rule� We denote
p�CijOt�� the probability that the plot P belongs to
the class Ci at time t�� given the observation� ptt��Ci�
is the probability of Ci obtained as described above�
The probability of the combined hypothesis is�

pt
�

t��Ci� �
p�CijOt��p

t
t��Ci�X

Ck�C

p�CkjOt��p
t
t��Ck�

� Decision task

This section presents the criterion� called a �decision
rule�� used to choose the more realistic landcover type
on ambiguous plots remaining after the re	nement
task� Three decision rules are considered�

maximum of probability The class C chosen for
the plot P at time ti is the one having the greatest
probability on each image�

maximum of probability in prediction The class
C chosen for the plot P at time ti is� among the
possible landcover successors of the class C � cho�
sen for the plot P at time ti��� the one having the
greatest probability�

maximum of probability in postdiction
The class C chosen for the plot P at time ti��

is� among the possible landcover predecessors of
the class C � chosen for the plot P at time ti���
the one having the greatest probability�

� Experimental results

In the project �Bretagne Eau Pure�� the landcover evo�
lution is an important information to assess the risk
of pollution� The area of study is a watershed sup�
plying the city of Rennes in Brittany �northwest of
France�� A sequence of 	ve images� each of which con�
tains ���� plots� is available� The characteristics of
the images are the following� �� aerial �������������
�� Landsat TM ������������� �� SPOT �������������
�� SPOT ������������ and �� SPOT �������������
A set of sample plots� about ��� for each image� pro�
vided from human observations and called the �ground
truth�� characterized a priori the classes of the images�

��� Preliminary classi�cation

The preliminary classi	cation is performed using the
Arkemie software �Ark��� It provides� as a result for
each plot� a distribution of probabilities over the class�
es� A threshold 	xed to ��� is used to discard the less
representative classes�

��� Quality evaluation

In order to evaluate the method� it is necessary to
judge the quality of the classi	ed sequence before and
after the re	nement� First of all� we de	ne two criteria
to assess the accuracy of the classi	cation�
� ambiguity rate� it describes the percentage of
clear plots �i�e� the plots identi	ed with only one
�sure� class� in an image before having applied the
decision rule�

� identi	cation rate� it describes the correctness
of the classi	cation in relation with the ground
truth� It is calculated by dividing the number of
correct plots by the total number of sample plots�

In our experiment we have a dual objective for each
classi	ed image� i� to increase the number of clear
plots before the decision rule� ii� to obtain a reasonable
identi	cation rate�



��� Analysis of the results

The results obtained after the preliminary classi	ca�
tion are described in Table � which shows� for each
image Ii� the identi	cation rate �i� the number and the
percentage of clear� ambiguous and non labeled plots�
Non�labeled plots result from di�culties encountered
by Arkemie to classify too small plots� The class cho�
sen as labeling the plot is the one having the maximum
of probability�

Ii �i clear ambiguous non�labeled
plots plots plots

I� ������ ���� ���	� 

� ����� � ��
�
I� ���	�� ���� ����� 
�� ���	� �� ����
I� ������ ��� 
���� �
�� ����� 		 ��
I� ������ ��� ����� ���� ����� � ��	�
I� �
���� ��� 	���� ���
 ����� � ��

Table �� Preliminary classi	cation results

Table � shows the results obtained after the re	ne�
ment of the classi	cation� The 	rst column shows

Ii clear rule  rule � rule �
plots �i �i �i

I� ���� 	�� 	��	� 	��	� 	����
I� 	�� 	��� 	����� 	����� 	�����
I� 	�� 	�� ����� � �	���� �����
I� ��� ����� ����	� ������ ����	�
I� ��� ��� ������ ������ ������

Table �� Re	nement of the classi	cation results
the number of clear plots obtained after the predic�
tion�postdiction process before any decision rule has
been applied� The last three columns present the iden�
ti	cation rate obtained after having applied the follow�
ing decision rules on the remaining ambiguous plots�
�� maximum of probability� �� maximum of probability
in prediction� �� maximum of probability in postdic�
tion� Although the low number of samples prevents
giving de	nite conclusions� the decision rule � appears
to produce the better sequences� The results show that
the number of clear plots increases on all images �up
to ����� on Image I�� and that the identi	cation rate
gets better whatever the decision rule applied�

� Conclusion

This paper proposes a new approach to improve the
quality of a sequence of dated observations� It takes
pro	t of domain knowledge� here the dynamic evolu�
tion of a plot� and relies on combining expectations
and observations� The formalism chosen to model the
plot evolution� probabilistic timed automata� de	nes
in a explicit way uncertain temporal constraints on
states� The evolution model is then undeterministic
and imprecise� Because of noisy sensors and of the
lack of precision of the preclassi	cation� the observa�
tions are not necessary reliable� However� exploiting
both allows us to discard some unrealistic hypotheses
and to rank the remaining hypotheses more adequat�
ly� The experiment shows the interest of the method
which increases the quality of each thematic map and
ensures the global consistency of the sequence�

One original point is the cooperative use of prediction
and postdiction mechanisms� An analysis of the re�
sults �not reported here� have shown that prediction
and postdiction mechanisms contribute equally to the
global improvement� We are currently experimenting
the e
ects of a change in the initial states on the qual�
ity of the result� Another original point is to consider
globally the sequence of observations in order to im�
prove it� which is not the case in related domains as
the Kalman 	ltering method in control theory or the
belief change theory�

The choice of probabilities to express uncertainty is
related to the fact that the preliminary classi	er we
are using provides us with probability distributions�
However� we are currently studying the use of the
Dempster�Shafer theory in order to be able to exploit
the existing confusions known a priori between the
classes of observations�
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